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[57] ABSTRACT 
A reusable ?xture for a segment of a film strip having a 
?exible beam lead frame mounted on the segment and 
an integrated circuit chip bonded to the inner portions 
of the leads of the lead frame. The ?xture is made from 
an integral laminar layer of a suitable material. The 
improvements are in providing a plurality of pairs of 
projections with protuberances which overlie, to a 
slight degree, the attachment webs of a segment. The 
?xture is also provided with detachment openings to 
provide access to the attachment webs which detach 
ment openings facilitate removal of a segment from the 
?xture. 

16 Claims, 6 Drawing Figures 
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REUSABLE FIXTURE FOR AN INTEGRATED 
CIRCUIT CHIP 

Matter enclosed in heavy brackets [ ] appears in the 
original patent but forms no part of this reissue speci?ca 
tion; matter printed in italics indicates the additions made 
by reissue. 

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

The present application is an improvement over the 
invention disclosed and claimed in the following co 
pending application: 

Ser. No. 671,238, ?led Mar. 29, 1976 entitled "Fixture 
for Integrated Circuit Chip” invented by John L. 
Kowalski, which application is assigned to the same 
assignee as the present application. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

1. Field of the Invention 
This invention is in the ?eld of devices for holding a 

segment of a thin strip of material on which has been 
formed, or to which has been attached, a flexible beam 
lead and to which lead an integrated circuit (IC) chip is 
bonded. The ?xture, or holder, is dimensioned to hold 
one segment of a ?lm strip. Once a segment is attached 
to, or held by, the ?xture, the ?xture protects the IC 
chip and its lead frame from being damaged during 
subsequent manufacturing steps but permits the IC chip 
and a portion of its lead frame to be removed from the 
segment while the segment is held by the ?xture. To 
optimize the fixture for automating the mounting of a 
segment on a reusable ?xture and for subsequently re 
moving the segment from the ?xture, the ?xture is pro 
vided with a plurality of pairs of attachment projections 
having wedge shaped protrusions which protrusions 
overlie the attachment webs of a segment. The attach 
ment webs are located between the sprocket holes of 
the segment and adjacent edges of a segment. In addi 
tion, the ?xture is provided with detachment openings 
which provide access to the attachment webs to facili 
tate automating the removal of a segment from the 
?xture. 

2. Description of the Prior Art 
The application listed under the heading Cross Refer 

ence to Related Applications is believed to be the most 
relevant prior art. FIGS. 7, 8, 9 and 10 of that applica 
tion disclose a reusable ?xture for a segment of a ?lm 
strip that retains a segment by the use of projections or 
lugs which ?t within the attachment sprocket holes of a 
segment. Use of lugs or projections which frictionally 
engage the handling or attachment sprocket holes has 
revealed two problems. One is that occassionally that 
portion of a segment that projects beyond a line joining 
the outer edges of the handling sprocket holes bends, or 
curls, enough so that an edge of a segment projects 
above the surface of the ?xture. As a result the segment 
and its IC are not properly protected by the ?xture. A 
second problem arising from the use of four lugs, or 
projections, that ?t within the four attachment sprocket 
holes of a segment is that such an arrangement does not 
lend itself to automating the removal of a segment from 
such a fixture. Normally a segment is removed from its 
?xture after the IC chip and part of its lead frame has 
been removed. The reason this second problem occurs 
is that the prior art arrangements require more than the 
theoretical minimum forces to remove a segment from 
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2 
its ?xture, which removal forces is substantially more 
than force needed to mount a segment on a ?xture. The 
reason for this discrepancy is that if an essentially point 
source of force is applied to the bottom surface of a 
segment to remove it from such a ?xture, the point of 
application of the force under the prior art ?xture can 
not be at the center of the attachment sprocket holes the 
centroid of the edges of the attachment sprocket holes. 
As a result, one side of each attachment sprocket hole 
tends to bind against its attachment lug which signi? 
cantly increases the forces necessary to remove a seg 
ment from a ?xture in which it is mounted and increases 
the risk of damage to the chip mounted on the segment 
if such is the case, and to the ?xture. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention provides reusable ?xtures each 
of which can hold a segment of a strip of ?lm on which 
an IC chip has been bonded to a lead frame which frame 
is in turn attached to the segment. An inner portion of 
the lead frame extends over a window formed in a seg 
ment of the ?lm and an integrated circuit chip is bonded 
to the inner portion of the lead frame. Each ?xture is 
provided with an aperture within which an integrated 
circuit chip mounted on a segment is located when the 
segment is properly positioned in the ?xture. The thick 
ness of the ?xture is chosen so that the IC chip and the 
portions of the lead frame extending over the window 
of a segment are within the outermost planar surfaces of 
the ?xture and, thus, are protected from inadvertently 
being physically damaged during various manufactur 
ing processes. The ?xture of this invention is provided 
with improved means for removably retaining such a 
segment in the ?xture which facilitates automating the 
process of mounting a segment in a ?xture and subse 
quently removing it; which means also minimize the 
risk of an edge of a segment projecting beyond the 
outermost surface of the ?xture to subject the segment, 
the chip mounted on the segment, and the lead frame of 
the chip to a high risk of damage during various manu 
facturing steps to which the ?xture and the chip are 
subjected prior to the chip being excised from its seg 
ment. 
The ?xture, as taught by the prior art, is provided 

with an access opening so that the reference sprocket 
holes of the ?lm segment are accessible since access to 
the reference sprocket holes is required to accurately 
and positively position, or locate, the chip and at least a 
part of its lead frame prior to their being excised from 
the ?xture. The problems of the prior art ?xtures are 
solved in the present invention by providing a pair of 
attachment projections, or lugs, at each corner of a 
recess formed in the ?xture which projections are posi 
tioned so that one of them will ?t within each attach 
ment sprocket hole of a segment with each such projec 
tion having a protrusion which overlaps, or overlies, to 
some degree one side, or edge, of the attachment webs 
of the segment and the other projection of each pair 
which is also provided with protrusions which overlies 
substantially to the same degree the other side, or edge, 
of the attachment web where each attachment web is 
located between each of the attachment sprocket holes 
and the closer boundary edge of a segment. Detachment 
openings are formed through the ?xture between the 
attachment projections so that a small rod can be in 
serted through each detachment opening to apply force 
on the bottom surface of the attachment webs substan 
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tially at the centroid, or the center, of each attachment 
web to remove a segment from its ?xture with a mini 
mum amount of force. 

It is, therefore, an object of this invention to provide 
a ?xture for a segment of a strip of ?lm with improved 
means for removably securing a segment to the ?xture. 

It is a further object of this invention to provide a 
reusable ?xture which is provided with a plurality of 
pairs of attachment projections between which the at 
tachment webs of a segment ?t. 

It is a still further object of this invention to provide 
improved means for removably retaining a segment of a 
?lm strip in a ?xture which means are located close to 
the corners of a segment and which requires a minimum 
of force to be applied to the lower surfaces of the at 
tachment webs of a segment when the segment is re 
moved from a ?xture. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

Other objects, features and advantages of the inven 
tion will be readily apparent from the following de 
scription of a preferred embodiment thereof taken in 
conjunction with the accompanying drawings, al 
though variations and modi?cations may be affected 
without departing from the spirit and scope of the novel 
concepts of the disclosure, and in which: 

FIG. 1 is a plan view at a greatly enlarged scale of a 
portion of a strip of ?lm showing details of a segment; 

FIG. 2 is an isometric view of the invention with a 
segment exploded therefrom; 
FIG. 3 is a plan view, at an enlarged scale, of the 

?xture of FIG. 2; 
FIG. 4 is an enlarged sectional view taken along the 

line 4—4 of FIG. 3; 
FIG. 5 is an inverted enlarged fragmentary sectional 

view taken on line 5—5 of FIG. 3; and 
FIG. 6 is a fragmentary isometric view illustrating 

details of a pair of attachment projections of a ?xture. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENT 

Referring to FIG. 1, ?lm strip, or carrier 10, is made 
of a flexible material of substantially uniform thickness 
and having substantially planar upper and lower sur 
faces. The side edges 12, 14 of strip 10 are substantially 
parallel. Sprocket holes, or perforations, 16 are formed 
in two rows which are substantially parallel to and 
substantially equally spaced from the edges 12 and 14 of 
?lm strip 10. The location and size of sprocket holes 16 
are precisely controlled. Film strip 10 is divided into a 
plurality of substantially rectangular segments 18, 20 
and 22. The segment boundary lines, or edges, between 
segments 18, 20 and 22 are indicated by dashed lines 24, 
26. In each segment, such as segment 20, one of the 
sprocket holes, or perforations, such as sprocket hole 
16c, which is the center sprocket hole of the upper row, 
and sprocket hole 16h, which is the center sprocket hole 
in the lower row, are the reference, or datum, sprocket 
holes. The centers of holes 16c, 16h determine the Y 
axis 28 and the X axis 30 of segment 20, since axis 30 is 
the perpendicular bisector of the line segment deter 
mined by the centers of the reference sprocket holes 
160, 16h. Window, or opening 32, is formed in segment 
20 of ?lm strip 10 with, in a preferred example, the 
center of window 32 substantially coinciding with the 
intersection of axis 28 and 30. While window 32 is illus 
trated as being square, any suitable shape and dimension 
appropriate for the size and shape of an integrated cir 
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cuit chip bonded to the lead frame attached to the seg 
ment is suitable. 
The upper surface 34 of ?lm strip 10 initially has 

bonded to it a layer of conductive material such as 
copper of substantially uniform width and thickness. 
This layer is normally located only between the rows of 
sprocket holes 16. Lead frame 36 is preferably formed 
from this layer by a conventional photoetching process 
and consists of a plurality of separate conductors, or 
leads, 38 the inner portions of which are bonded to 
terminals 40 if IC chip 42. The outer portion of leads 38 
of lead frame 36 extend over the window 32 of segment 
20. 
The outer portion of each lead 38 of lead frame 36 

terminates in a test pad 44. The size of pads 44 is chosen 
so that the probe of a conventional testing device, nei 
ther of which are illustrated, can readily make a good 
electrical contact with pads 44. Thus, it is possible to 
determine if leads 38 are properly bonded to bumps or 
terminals 40 on chip 42 and if the electrical characteris 
tics of IC chip 42 meet speci?cations. Segment 20 is 
separated from segment 18 and 22 by cutting or slicing 
?lm strip 10 at its segment boundary lines, or edges 24, 
26. In FIG. 1, it can be seen that the boundary edges 24, 
26 substantially pass through the centers of sprocket 
holes 16a, f, e and j. It should be noted that in the em 
bodiment illustrated, sprocket holes 16b, (1, g and the 
attachment, or handling, sprocket holes of segment 20, 
are respectively located on either side of the reference, 
or datum, sprocket holes 16c, 16h. The portions of the 
?lm strip 10 between attachment sprocket holes 16b, cl, 
g and i and the nearer of the segment boundaries 24 or 
26 are the attachment webs 46a, b, c and d of segment 
20. 

Referring to FIG. 2, ?xture 48 is made of a single 
layer of laminar material. An aperture 50 is formed in 
?xture 48. In the top surface 51 of ?xture 48 a recess 52 
is formed around aperture 50, the dimensions of recess 
52 are such that a segment of ?lm strip 10, such as seg 
ment 20, can readily ?t within recess 52. To removably 
hold, or retain, segment 20 within recess 52, four pairs 
of cooperating projections, or lugs 54, 56 are formed in 
recess 52. Lugs 54a, b, c and d are positioned to project 
through attachment sprocket holes 16b, d, g and i of 
segment 2|). Lugs 56a, b, c and d are located so that a 
portion of each of their wedge shaped protrusions, or 
protuberances, 58a, b, c and d extends over, or overlies, 
a portion of attachment webs 46a, b, c and d in the same 
manner that the wedge shaped protrusions, or protuber 
ances, 60a, b, c and d of lugs 5421, b, c and d project over 
or overlie another portion of the attachment webs 46 
when segment 20 is mounted in ?xture 48. Referring to 
FIG. 4, it can be seen that a part of protrusion 58b of 
projection 56b will overlie attachment web 46b of seg 
ment 20 as does the protrusion 60b of projection 54b. In 
similar manner, each pair of projections 54a, 56a; 54b, 
56b; 54c, 56c; and 54d, 56d, with their respective pro 
trusions 58a, b, c and d; and 60a, b, c, and d extend over 
the attachment webs 46a, b, c, and d as is best illustrated 
in FIG. 3. The dimensions of lugs 54a, b, c and d in the 
Y direction are such that each will almost contact the 
two ends of the attachment sprocket holes through 
which they project to limit movement of a segment in 
the Y direction. 
The distance between a pair of lugs such as 54b, 56b 

and the sides of the attachment web they overlie such as 
web 46b is such as to signi?cantly limit the movement of 
segment 20 in the X dimension. Thus, once the attach 
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ment webs of a segment are forced below the protuber 
ances 58, 60 of each pair of lugs 54, 56, to the position 
illustrated in FIG. 4 substantially no forces are applied 
to the segment by the retention means, i.e.; the four 
pairs of retention lugs 54, 56 which are suf?cient to 
distort the portion of lead frame 36 which extends over 
the window 32 of segment 20. 
A pair of circular reference access openings 62 are 

formed in ?xture 48 so that access through the ?xture to 
the datum, or reference, sprocket holes 160, 16h of 
segment 20 is possible while the segment 20 is held by 
?xture 48. One corner of ?xture 48 is removed to pro 
vide a polarity key 64 which, together with access 
openings 62, are suf?cient to determine the orientation 
of ?xture 48 and thus of segment 20. 
A major advantage of ?xture 48 is that it is reusable. 

As a consequence, a signi?cant advantage of using pairs 
of attachment projections which overlie the attachment 
webs, each of which attachment webs is in close prox 
imity to one of the four corners of segment 20, is that 
such a structural arrangement lends itself to automating 
the step of securing, or mounting, a segment in ?xture 
48 by simultaneously applying a small force essentially 
to the center of each of the attachment webs 46a, b, c 
and d which forces are suf?cient to deform the edges of 
the attachment webs slightly as they pass between the 
protrusions 58, 60 of each pair of attachment lugs 54, 56. 
The advantage of applying a force to the center, or 
centroid, of an attachment web 46 is that the force is 
applied at substantially an equal distance from the pro 
tuberances of the pair of retaining lugs whose protuber 
ance overlie the web, or the distances from the centroid 
where the force is applied to the protuberances overly 
ing it are substantially equal. Another advantage of 
using pairs of attachment projections is that the protru 
sions 58a, b, c and d of projections 56a, b, c and d are 
closer to the boundary lines or boundary edges 24, 26 of 
the segment 20 than the closer side, or edges, of attach 
ment sprocket holes 16b, d, g and i so that the width of 
the portions of segment 20 that is not restrained by lugs 
56a, b, c and d along the boundary edges 24, 26 is mini 
mized, which minimizes the risk that any bending, or 
curling, of segment 10 could cause edge 24 or 26 to 
project above top surface 51 of ?xture 48. 

Fixture 48 is also provided with detachment openings 
68a, b, c and cl which are located between each pair of 
projection 54, 56 which detachment openings provide 
access to the bottom surface of attachment webs 46a, b, 
c and d, respectively. Detachment openings 68a, b, c 
and d facilitate automating the removal of segment 20 
from the ?xture 48 since small forces substantially equal 
to the forces required to attach a segment, such as seg 
ment 20, to ?xture 48 can be applied, preferably simulta 
neously, to the bottom surfaces of each of the attach 
ment webs substantially at the centers of these webs. 
Such forces will readily detach a segment from a ?xture 
without applying undue strain on the lead frame and the 
chip, assuming they have not previously been excised, 
and with little risk of damage to ?xture 48. 
FIG. 3 is a plan view of holder 48 with a segment, 

such as segment 20, mounted within recess 52 and held 
in place by four pairs of attachment projections 54a, 
56a; 54b, 56b; 54c, 56c; and 54d, 56d which overlie the 
attachment webs 46a, b, c and d of segment 20 substan 
tially at the four corners thereof. It should be noted that 
the access holes 62 provide access to the reference 
sprocket holes 160, 16h of segment 20. 
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6 
Referring to FIG. 5, in which ?xture 48 is inverted, 

IC chip 42 projects into the aperture 50 of ?xture 48. 
The thickness of ?xture 48 immediately surrounding the 
aperture 50 is such that the surface 70 of the chip 42 is 
below the surface 72 of ?xture 48 when the ?xture is 
inverted as in FIG. 5 so that chip 42 is protected from 
potential damage during subsequent maufacturing steps. 
Recess 52 is of suf?cient cepth so that the leads 38 are 
suf?ciently above surface 51 of ?xture 48 to protect the 
leads 38 from damage during subsequent manufacturing 
steps until chip 42 and part of its leads are excised, 
normally immediately prior to chip 42 being mounted 
on a substrate, for example. 
As can best be seen in FIG. 3, the test pads 44 and 

leads 38 of the lead frame 36 are directy accessible so 
that it is possible to subject chip 42 to electrical tests 
while the segment 20 is held by ?xture 48. Since por 
tions of the ?xture 48 underlie pads 44 of the lead frame, 
it is not necessary to provide any additional physical 
support for test pads 44 to protect leads 38 from damage 
during such tests. 
The materials from which the ?xtures 48 can be made 

is preferably a moldable thermoplastic such as polyes 
ter, polystyrene, polypropylene, polyurethane, or ny 
lon. However, the ?xtures of this invention can be made 
from any suitable similar material. 

After a chip 42 has been placed in ?xture 48, the chip 
may be tested and if it is of acceptable quality; the next 
step in the manufacturing process is to mount the chip 
on a substrate or place the chip into an appropriate 
package. To do this, it is necessary to sever chip 42 and 
part of the leads 38 from segment 20. The places where 
leads 38 are out are located within the window 32 of 
segment 20. During this severing operation, in order for 
leads 38 to be cut at the proper places, the equipment 
that performs this function uses the reference sprocket 
holes 16c, 16h to locate segment 20 properly with re 
spect to the cutting or severing means. Reference 
sprocket holes 160, 16h are used whenever a critical 
operation is to be performed with respect to segment 20. 
These particular critical steps normally are the forming 
of a window 32 in a segment, the forming of a lead 
frame 36 the bonding of an IC chip 42 toa lead frame 
36, testing to determine if the leads are properly bonded 
to the chip, the testing of the chip itself, and the removal 
of a chip and a portion of its lead frame preparatory to 
their being mounted on a substrate or in a package. 
From the foregoing, it is apparent that the ?xture 

constituting this invention provides an improved device 
for holding a segment of a ?lm strip having a lead frame 
af?xed to the strip with an integrated circuit chip or die 
bonded to the lead frame, which ?xture has improved 
means to facilitate automating the mounting of a seg 
ment on a ?xture and the removing of a segment from 
the ?xture. The ?xture protects the IC chip and its lead 
frame from being damaged during manufacturing steps 
between the step of mounting the segment in the holder 
and the removal of a chip and a portion of its lead frame 
from a segment preparatory to the chip being mounted 
on a substrate or in an appropriate package. The ?xture 
permits ready access to die or chip, its lead frame, and 
the reference sprocket holes of the segment, as well as 
to the attachment webs of a segment so that the manu 
facturing process can be automated more economically 
and with the necessary degree of precision and reliabil 
ity. 
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It should be evident that various modi?cations can be 
rude to the described embodiments without departing 
tiom the scope of the present invention. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A ?xture for a substantially rectangular segment of 

?lm having substantially planar surfaces and four edges; 
said segment having a plurality of sprocket holes ar 
ranged in two parallel rows are substantially parallel to 
opposite edges of the segment, one sprocket hole of 
each row being a datum sprocket hole, and a pair of 
sprocket holes of each row being attachment sprocket 
holes; each segment having four attachment webs, each 
web forming an edge of an attachment sprocket hole 
and having a centroid; and means forming a window in 
said segment, said window having a position ?xed rela 
tive to the datum sprocket holes; said ?xture compris 
ing: 

a laminar layer; 
means forming an aperture in said laminar layer, 
recess means surrounding said aperture, the dimen 

sions of the recess being such as to receive and 
position a segment relative to said aperture so that 
said aperture provides access to the window of a 
segment positioned in said recess means; 

means located in said recess means partially overlying 
the attachment webs of a segment positioned in 
said recess means for retaining a segment in the 
recess means; 

means forming access openings in said ?xture for 
providing access to the datum sprocket holes of a 
segment positioned in said recess means; and 

means forming detachment openings through said 
?xture for providing access to the centroids of the 
attachment webs of a segment positioned in said 
?xture. 

2. The ?xture of claim 1 in which the [recess] means 
for retaining a segment in the recess means are pairs of 
projections, one projection of each pair being adapted 
to project through an attachment sprocket hole of a 
segment. 

3. The ?xture of claim 2 in which each one of the 
projectiops of each pair of projections is provided with 
a protuberance which is adapted to overlie an attach 
ment web of a segment. 

4. A ?xture for a segment of ?lm having substantially 
planar surfaces, each segment having a pair of boundary 
edges and a pair of side edges, each segment having a 
plurality of sprocket holes arranged in two rows each of 
which is substantially parallel to the side edges with one 
sprocket hole of each row being a datum sprocket hole 
and with the pair of sprocket holes of each row closest 
to the boundary edges of the segment being attachment 
sprocket holes, means forming a window in said seg 
ment, said window having a position ?xed relative to 
the datum sprocket holes, the portions of a segment 
between an attachment sprocket hole and its nearer 
boundary edge being attachment webs with each web 
having a center; said ?xture comprising: 

a laminar layer; 
means forming an aperture in said laminar layer, 
recess means surrounding said aperture, the dimen 

sions of the recess being such as to receive a seg 
ment and position the segment relative to said aper 
ture so that said aperture provides access to the 
window in a segment positioned in said recess 
means; 
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8 
means located in said recess means overlying the 

attachment webs of a segment for retaining remov 
ably a segment positioned in the recess means; 

means forming access openings in said ?xture for 
providing access to the datum sprocket holes of a 
segment positioned in said recess means; and 

means forming detachment openings in said ?xture 
for providing access to the centers of the attach 
ment webs of a segment positioned in said ?xture. 

5. The ?xture of claim 4 in which the [recess] means 
for retaining a segment in the recess means of the ?xture 
are pairs of projections, one of each pair being adapted 
to project through an attachment sprocket hole of a 
segment. 

6. The ?xture of claim 5 in which each one of the 
projections of each pair of projections is provided with 
a protuberance which proturberances are adapted to 
overlie partially an attachment web of a segment. 

7. A ?xture for a segment of ?lm having substantially 
planar surfaces, each segment having a plurality of 
edges two of which are boundary edges and two of 
which are side edges, said segment having two rows of 
at least three sprocket holes on each side of the segment 
said rows being substantially parallel to the side edges, 
one sprocket hole of each row being a datum sprocket 
hole, a pair of sprocket holes not including the datum 
sprocket hole of each row which are closest to the 
boundary edges being attachment sprocket holes, the 
portion of the segment between an attachment sprocket 
hole and an edge of the segment being attachment webs; 
means forming a window in said segment, said window 
having a predetermined position relative to the datum 
sprocket holes; said ?xture comprising: 

a laminar layer; 
means forming an aperture in said laminar layer, 
recess means surrounding said aperture, the dimen 

sions of the recess being such as to receive a seg 
ment and properly position the segment relative to 
said aperture; 

projection means located in said recess adapted to 
partially overlie the attachment webs of a segment 
for holding a segment in the recess; 

means forming access openings in said ?xture for 
providing access to the datum sprocket holes of a 
segment properly positioned in the recess; and 

means forming detachment openings in said ?xture 
for providing access to the attachment webs of a 
segment properly positioned in the recess. 

8. The ?xture of claim 7 in which the projection 
means are a pair of projections, one projection of each 
pair which is adapted to project through an attachment 
sprocket hole of a segment, and in which each projec 
tion of each pair of projections has a protuberance 
which is adapted to overlie partially an attachment web 
of a segment. 

9. The ?xture of claim 8 in which the means forming 
detachment openings are located between each pair of 
projections of the projection means. 

10. In combination: 
a substantially rectangular segment of a ?lm strip 

having four edges, two of which are boundary 
edges; and two of which are side edges; 

a plurality of sprocket holes formed in two rows, 
each row being substantially parallel to the side 
edges, one sprocket hole of each row being a refer 
ence sprocket hole and a pair of sprocket holes of 
each row being attachment sprocket holes, said 
attachment sprocket holes being the sprocket holes 
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in each row nearest a boundary edge of _ the seg 

ment, 
a plurality of attachment webs, each web being a 

portion of the segment between an attachment 
sprocket hole and the nearer boundary edge and 
having a centroid; 
window formed in each segment, said window 
having a predetermined position with respect to 
the reference sprocket holes; 

a lead frame having a plurality of leads, said leads 
having inner and outer portions, the outer portions 
of the leads being secured to the segment and the 
inner portions extending over the window; 

an integrated circuit chip attached to the inner por 
tions of at least some leads so that the chip is posi 
tioned substantially within the window of the seg 
ment; 

a ?xture for the segment said ?xture comprising a 
laminar layer; 

means forming an aperture in said laminar layer; 
means forming a recess in said laminar layer sur 

rounding said means forming an aperture, the di 
mensions of the recess being such as to receive and 
position a segment so that the window of the seg 
ment is accessible through the aperture in the ?x 
ture, said segment being positioned in said segment; 

means in said recess for overlying partially the attach 
ment webs of the segment to removably retain a 
segment in said recess; and 

means forming openings in said laminar layer to pro 
vide access to the reference sprocket holes of the 
segment and the centroids of the attachment webs 
of a segment positioned and retained in said recess. 

11. The combination of claim 10 in which the means 
for overlying the attachment webs are a plurality of 
pairs of attachment projections integral with said lami 
nar layer, one of the projections of each pair projecting 
through an attachment sprocket hole, each of said at 
tachment projections of each pair of attachment projec 
tions having a wedge shaped protuberance which ex 
tends over the attachment web of segment mounted in 
said ?xture. 

12. In combination: 
a substantially rectangular ?lm strip, 
said segment having a pair of side edges and a pair of 
boundary edges, sprocket holes formed in two 
rows of at least three sprocket holes in each row 
parallel to the side edges, one sprocket hole of each 
row being a reference sprocket hole and a pair of 
sprocket holes of each row being attachment 
sprocket holes; said attachment sprocket holes 
being the sprocket holes in each row nearer the 
boundary edges of the segment, the portions of the 
segment between each attachment sprocket hole 
and the closer boundary edge being an attachment 
web, a window formed in each segment, said win 
dow having a predetermined position with respect 
to the reference sprocket holes; 

a lead frame having a plurality of holes, said leads 
having inner and outer portions, the outer portions 
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10 
of the leads being secured to the segment and the 
inner portions extending over the window; 

an integrated circuit chip attached to the inner por 
tions of at least some leads so that the chip is posi 
tioned substantially within the window of the seg 
ment; 

a ?xture for the segment said ?xture comprising a 
laminar layer; 

means forming an aperture in said laminar layer; 
means forming a recess in said laminar layer sur 

rounding said means forming an aperture the di 
mensions of the recess being such as to receive and 
position a segment so that the window of the seg 
ment is accessible through the aperture in the ?x 
ture said segment being positioned in said segment; 

a plurality of pairs of projections formed integrally 
with the ?xture positioned to overlap partially the 
four attachment webs of said segment, to maintain 
the segment in said recess; 

means forming openings in said laminar layer to pro 
vide access to the reference sprocket holes of the 
segment; and 

means forming detachment openings located between 
each of the pairs of projections the attachment 
webs of a segment positioned and retained in said 
recess. 

13. In combination of claim 12 in which one of each 
of a pair of projections projects through an attachment 
sprocket hole and has a wedge shaped protrusion which 
overlaps the attachment web. 

14. A ?xture for a substantially rectangular segment of 
?lm having substantially planar surfaces and four edges; 
said segment having a plurality of sprocket holes arranged 
in two parallel rows which rows are substantially parallel to 
opposite edges of the segment, at least a pair of sprocket 
holes of each row being attachment sprocket holes; each 
segment having at least four attachment webs, each web 
forming an edge of an attachment sprocket hole and hav 
ing a centroid; said ?xture comprising: 

a laminar layer; 
means forming an aperture in said laminar layer, 
recess means surrounding said aperture, the dimensions 
of the recess being such as to receive and position a 
segment relative to said aperture so that said aperture 
provides access to the segment positioned in said recess 
means; 

means located in said recess means for partially overly 
ing the attachment webs of a segment positioned in 
said recess means for retaining a segment in the recess 
means; and 

means forming detachment openings through said ?x 
ture for providing access to the centroids of the attach 
ment webs of a segment positioned in said fxture. 

15. The ?xture of claim 14 in which the means located 
in said recess means for partially overlying the attachment 
webs of a segment are pairs of projections, one projection of 
each pair being adapted to project through an attachment 
sprocket hole of a segment. 

16. The ?xture of claim 15 in which each one of the 
projections of each pair of projections is provided with a 
protuberance which is adapted to overlie an attachment 
web of a segment. 
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